Introduction
As in the previous papers with the same title, the subject matter of the present paper is the study of the mean value M(o) -M(F, o,l, k, T, H)
where F(s) and (.F(s))&/'?are Dirichlet series convergent in o>1. In addition F(s) is assumed to admit an analytic continuation in o>1f2, T<I<T+H, and there lfls;1=.*r((log f)100) (the constant 100 is unimportant and can be replaced by bigger ones if necessary), 10<(log T)tl^=H<_7, l>0, m>1, being integer constants and k a real constant. of course by (r(J»k we mean the analytic continuation, of the series for (r(s»k convergent in o> l, to o>ll2 on all possible lines parallel to the real axis. Writing (r1,;yv, : å#, (o = r), and assuming some fairly general conditions on the sequence {a*l of complex numbers we proved in the previous paper I (see [l] and. {r:r!t(r',7,H). Next we note that rlrrlla''lz tends to zero (with the required fastness), as r' tends to infinity. Theorem 4 follows from the following observations.
Proof. We write S(0, f, H)-S(r,T, H) :9(0, 7, ä)-9(r, ,7, H)*S(rbT, H)-S(r,7, H) and proceed as in the proof of Theorem 
